
Switzerland’s Partisia Blockchain Foundation
Backs Moonrig to Increase Transparency and
Accessibility in Web3 Investing

Partisia and Moonrig announce a

collaborative partnership
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Partisia Blockchain Foundation, a champion for

privacy-preserving blockchain technology, today

announced a collaboration with Moonrig LTD.

ZUG, SWITZERLAND, April 18, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Partisia Blockchain

Foundation, a champion for privacy-preserving

blockchain technology, today announced a

collaboration with Moonrig LTD, a company

transforming Web3 investing with its focus on

AI-driven on-chain and off-chain metrics to

empower users to make more informed

decisions.

Through this collaboration Partisia Blockchain

Foundation is set to discover and support the

next generation of Web3 innovators. This

partnership with Moonrig underscores this

commitment, recognizing Moonrig's

groundbreaking approach to faster on-ramping,

access to independent, validated research on

Web3 projects and bringing traditional wealth

management practices into Web3 investing.

Moonrig intends to leverage Partisia

Blockchain's secure and scalable infrastructure.

This includes integrating its solution with

Partisia-supported wallets and developing its

digital asset management solution directly on

the Partisia Blockchain.

"The Partisia Blockchain Foundation is pleased to announce a collaborative partnership with

Moonrig," said Kurt Nielsen, President of the Foundation Council. "Moonrig's commitment,

demonstrated over the past years, to utilizing data-driven insights to shape informed decision-

making within the Web3 investment landscape will add value to growing needs of our

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://partisiablockchain.com/
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http://moonrig.io


We're excited about the

potential to leverage Partisia

Blockchain's secure and

private infrastructure to

build a more transparent

and accessible future for

Web3 investing”

Praveen Pinto

community”.

"We're excited about the potential to leverage Partisia

Blockchain's secure and private infrastructure to build a

more transparent and accessible future for Web3

investing," said Praveen Pinto, Founder of Moonrig.

About Partisia Blockchain Foundation

The Partisia Blockchain Foundation is a Swiss-based, non-

profit organization that oversees the development and

promotion of the Partisia Blockchain. Partisia Blockchain is

a privacy-preserving layer-one blockchain designed for enterprise and developer use.

https://partisiablockchain.com/

About Moonrig

Moonrig is a UAE-based company that empowers over 120,000 users to become active

participants in the future of finance. The all-in-one Web3 SuperApp provides a comprehensive

suite of tools, combining the most valuable features found in top financial analysis and

investment services. 

https://moonrig.io
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/704360333
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